LOTTERIES COMMISSION ACT 1990
LOTTERIES COMMISSION (AUTHORISED LOTTERIES) AMENDMENT RULES 2019

Made by the Lotteries Commission under section 28(1) of the Act.

1. Citation
These rules are the Lotteries Commission (Authorised Lotteries) Amendment Rules 2019.

2. Commencement
These rules come into operation as follows—
(a) rules 1, 2 and 3—on the day on which these rules are published in the Gazette;
(b) rule 4(1) and (3)—immediately after the Monday Lotto draw on 25 November 2019;
(c) rule 4(2) and (4)—immediately after the Wednesday Lotto draw on 27 November 2019;
(d) rule 5—immediately after the OZ Lotto draw on 26 November 2019;
(e) rule 6—immediately after the Powerball draw on 21 November 2019;
(f) rule 7—immediately after the Saturday Lotto draw on 23 November 2019; and
(g) rule 8—immediately after the Set for Life draw on 29 November 2019.

3. Rules amended
These rules amend the Lotteries Commission (Authorised Lotteries) Rules 2016.

4. Schedule 3 amended
(1) In Schedule 3 Division 1—
(a) delete “The agent’s component is calculated as 9% of the total subscription amount for a particular week’s entry, rounded* (where necessary) to the nearest 5 cent multiple.”;
(b) delete “.09 —› rounded” and insert—
A rounded
(c) In Schedule 3 Division 1 after “G No. of games entered in a draw;” insert—
A Agent’s component of the total subscription amount for a particular week’s entry, rounded* (where necessary) to the nearest 5 cent multiple, being:
Monday Lotto: 0.1
Wednesday Lotto: 0.09
(2) In Schedule 3 Division 1 delete “0.09” and insert—
0.1
(3) In Schedule 3 Division 3 delete—
“Unit cost for a Monday Lotto draw or a Wednesday Lotto draw $0.55 (+ a 9% agent’s component)” and insert—
Unit cost for a Monday Lotto draw $0.55 (+ a 10% agent’s component)
Unit cost for a Wednesday Lotto draw $0.55 (+ a 9% agent’s component)
(4) In Schedule 3 Division 3 delete “9%” and insert—
10%
5. Schedule 4 amended
(1) In Schedule 4 Division 1—
   (a) delete “9%” and insert—
       10%
   (b) delete “.09” and insert—
       0.1
(2) In Schedule 4 Division 3 in the line after “Unit cost” delete “9%” and insert—
       10%

6. Schedule 5 amended
(1) In Schedule 5 Division 1—
   (a) delete “9%” and insert—
       10%
   (b) delete “.09” and insert—
       0.1
(2) In Schedule 5 Division 3 in the line beginning “Unit cost” delete “9%” and insert—
       10%

7. Schedule 6 amended
(1) In Schedule 6 Division 1—
   (a) delete “9%” and insert—
       10%
   (b) delete “.09” and insert—
       0.1
(2) In Schedule 6 Division 3 in the line beginning “Unit cost” delete “9%” and insert—
       10%

8. Schedule 7 amended
(1) In Schedule 7 Division 1—
   (a) delete “9%” and insert—
       10%
   (b) delete “.09” and insert—
       0.1
(2) In Schedule 7 Division 3 in the line beginning “Unit cost” delete “9%” and insert—
       10%

The Common Seal of the Lotteries Commission was affixed on the 10th day of October 2019, by order and in the presence of—

S. P. KLINKEN, Chairperson.
S. CARRE, Board Member.
E. McLELLAN, Board Member.